The Bottom Line

Finance professionals are found throughout our global operations in various roles. What they all have in common is a desire to make an immediate impact on our company through meticulous reporting, analysis and communication of financial information.

Opportunities in Finance include:
- Financial accountant and analyst
- Tax accountant and analyst
- Tax attorney
- Internal auditor
- Business unit planner
- Credit analyst
- Treasury operations

We are hiring innovative and motivated business professionals for a variety of challenging roles throughout our global operations.

Do you thrive on problem-solving, project management and teamwork in a diverse workplace? Chevron Phillips Chemical is growing rapidly and we offer exciting career opportunities, competitive benefits and ongoing learning and development programs.
Supply Chain and Procurement professionals have a global opportunity to make a difference in a variety of roles. Our teams purchase the materials and services needed to keep the facilities operating, they ensure our plastics and chemicals are safely and efficiently delivered to customers around the world, and so much more.

Opportunities in Supply Chain and Procurement include:
- Strategic procurement
- Procurement operations
- Policy and compliance
- Customer service & logistics
- Rail services
- Marine services
- Motor carrier and bulk services

Information Technology professionals have various opportunities to make an impact on our business operations, whether supporting applications and infrastructure at the corporate level or helping our manufacturing facilities maintain safe and reliable operations.

Opportunities in IT include:
- Corporate staff
- Global infrastructure
- Manufacturing systems
- Strategy and risk management
- Applications programmer
- Business intelligence analyst
- E-Business developer
- Special assignments to large capital projects

Human Resources professionals play a pivotal role in helping us attract and retain top talent. HR representatives support facilities and departments within the company to manage all facets of the employee life cycle. At the corporate level, we also have HR professionals who support company-wide programs, including recruiting, learning and development, benefits and compensation.

Opportunities in HR include:
- Benefits and compensation representative
- Corporate and manufacturing business partner
- International business partner
- Learning and development representative
- Talent acquisition specialist
- Talent management specialist

Thrive with us! Check out our opportunities at www.cpchem.com/careers